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	Design Patterns For Dummies (Computer/Tech), 9780471798545 (0471798541), For Dummies, 2006
There's a pattern here, and here's how to use it!
    

    Find out how the 23 leading design patterns can save you time and trouble    

    Ever feel as if you've solved this programming problem before? You — or someone — probably did, and that's why there's a design pattern to help this time around. This book shows you how (and when) to use the famous patterns developed by the "Gang of Four," plus some new ones, all designed to make your programming life easier.    

    Discover how to:     

	Simplify the programming process with design patterns     
	Make the most of the Decorator, Factory, and Adapter patterns     
	Identify which pattern applies     
	Reduce the amount of code needed for a task     
	Create your own patterns     


About the Author
   Steve Holzner is the award-winning author of 100 books on computing. He’s a former contributing editor for PC Magazine, and has been on the faculty of Cornell University and MIT. In addition to his busy writing schedule, he gives programming classes to corporate programmers around the country and runs his own training company, which you can find at http://www.onsiteglobal.com/.
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XML Weekend Crash Course (with CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
XML Weekend Crash Course covers the ins and outs of XML in 30 sessions. Each session is designed to take 30 minutes to complete, so the Crash Course is an intense 15-hour learning period. You can complete the Crash Course over a single weekend -- but you can also easily adapt the Crash Course sessions to whatever schedule best suits your...

		

Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics I (v. 1)Springer, 2006
This book contains a collection of papers presented at the 1st International Conference on Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics (ICINCO). The purpose of ICINCO is to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in the application of informatics to Control, Automation and Robotics. The research papers focus on real...

		

PHP Programming with MySQL (The Web Technologies Series)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, or PHP, is an open source programming
	language that is used for developing interactive Web sites. More
	specifi cally, PHP is a scripting language that is executed from a Web
	server. Created in 1995, PHP is one of the fastest-growing programming
	languages today. Th e TIOBE Programming Community Index1...





	

The Official Guide to 3D GameStudioCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you’re a video game enthusiast, then you’ve probably thought more than once about creating your own games. Now you can develop your own 3D games using 3D GameStudio! The Official Guide to 3D GameStudio will help you develop the skills you need to create a variety of games, including first-person shooter and fantasy role-playing....

		

Quantum ComputingSpringer, 2001

	The twentieth century witnessed the birth of revolutionary ideas in the phys-
	ical sciences. These ideas began to shake the traditional view of the universe
	dating back to the days of Newton, even to the days of Galileo. Albert Ein-
	stein is usually identified as the creator of the relativity theory, a theory that
	is used to model the...


		

Advanced Topics in Information Technology Standards And Standardization ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2005
More than five years have passed since Idea Group Publishing (IGP) published my first edited book on IT standards and standardisation. Back then, this was a fairly arcane topic, discussed in only a comparably small number of papers, in very few books, and at even fewer conferences.

Luckily, this situation is improving. More and more...
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